Sodium and water perturbations in patients who had an acute stroke: clinical relevance and management strategies for the neurologist
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ABSTRACT
Sodium and water perturbations, manifesting as hyponatraemia and hypernatraemia, are common in patients who had an acute stroke, and are associated with worse outcomes and increased mortality. Other non-stroke-related causes of sodium and water perturbations in these patients include underlying comorbidities and concomitant medications. Additionally, hospitalised patients who had an acute stroke may receive excessive intravenous hypertonic solutions, have poor fluid intake due to impaired neurocognition and consciousness, may develop sepsis or are administered drugs (eg, mannitol); factors that can further alter serum sodium levels. Sodium and water perturbations can also be exacerbated by the development of endocrine consequences after an acute stroke, including secondary adrenal insufficiency, syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion and diabetes insipidus. Recently, COVID-19 infection has been reported to increase the risk of development of sodium and water perturbations that may further worsen the outcomes of patients who had an acute stroke. Because there are currently no accepted consensus guidelines on the management of sodium and water perturbations in patients who had an acute stroke, we conducted a systematic review of the literature published in English and in peer-reviewed journals between January 2000 and December 2020, according to PRISMA guidelines, to assess on the current knowledge and clinical practices of this condition. In this review, we discuss the signs and symptoms of hyponatraemia and hypernatraemia, the pathogenesis of hyponatraemia and hypernatraemia, their clinical relevance, and we provide our recommendations for effective treatment strategies for the neurologist in the management of sodium and water perturbations in commonly encountered aetiologies of patients who had an acute stroke.

INTRODUCTION
Sodium and water perturbations are common in patients who had an acute stroke, affecting approximately 50% of cases. 1 These disorders can lead to a wide spectrum of clinical signs and symptoms 2 and are associated with increased length of hospitalisation, morbidity and mortality. 3, 4 The pathophysiology is frequently misunderstood and effective management of these patients remains problematic and often sub-optimal. Currently, because there are no consensus guidelines, local guidance documents on the assessment and treatment vary in methodological rigour. Furthermore, management recommendations are not consistent, resulting in diverse, institution-based rather than evidence-based, patient-specific approaches to the management of these disorders. 5

Hyponatraemia (defined as serum sodium levels<135 mmol/L) is frequent in patients who had an acute stroke, 6, 7 and is associated with longer hospitalisation, 4 higher short-term mortality 7, 8 and poorer outcomes. 9, 10 The cause of this disorder is usually due to syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone (SIADH), and less frequently, cerebral salt wasting syndrome (CSWS) and inappropriate fluid intake and loss. 11 Hyponatraemia has been reported to negatively affect stroke outcomes more so when caused by CSWS than SIADH. 12 Conversely, hypernatraemia (defined as serum sodium levels>145 mmol/L) is less common than hyponatraemia (2% vs 10% of patients admitted from the emergency department) 13 and tends to occur when fluid replacement is insufficient to keep up with concurrent water losses. Hypernatraemia has also been shown to increase the morbidity and mortality of patients who had an acute stroke, independent of other underlying comorbidities. 14 Therefore, several important management concepts are crucial to the neurologist in understanding these disorders, including body fluid compartment changes, regulation of osmolality and the need for rapid identification and effective management of these disorders. The difference between a minor and a life-threatening symptom caused by sodium perturbation disorders are often the result of the rapidity of change in serum sodium level (not the overall deficit itself), and how
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promptly the imbalance is recognised and treated. Acute stroke is a neurological emergency that requires rapid evaluation, diagnosis and treatment. In the emergency department where such patients often present, it may not be possible for the treating neurologist to obtain a detailed and accurate medical history to guide diagnostic workup and therapeutic decision making. Thus, safe and personalised, patient-specific approaches should be employed to guide decision-making in the management of these patients.

This article delineates the different types of sodium and water imbalances in patients who had an acute stroke, symptoms and signs that neurologists may encounter, pitfalls in the diagnostic workup, complications of overcorrection and provides a pragmatic approach on effective management strategies. As there are currently no consensus guidelines on management strategies of sodium and water perturbations in patients who had an acute stroke, we conducted this review process according to the preferred reporting systems for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. Four independent researchers (VS, ES, MK and ASMY) consulted PubMed articles published between January 2000 and December 2020. Their search was limited to clinical studies published in English and in peer-reviewed journals using keywords ‘stroke’ or ‘sodium’ or ‘water’ or ‘hyponatraemia’ or ‘hypernatraemia’ to identify studies that reflect on current knowledge and clinical practices. The selection of studies followed a screening of titles and abstracts and a full-text review of potentially eligible studies for final determination. There were 22 studies identified. Various presenting clinical scenarios were raised and management recommendations are proposed following mutual discussion and concurrent examination of relevant parts of the selected articles.

**PHYSIOLOGICAL REGULATION OF WATER HOMEOSTASIS**

Serum sodium levels are physiologically maintained within a narrow range, despite wide variations in water and salt intake. Serum osmolality is tightly regulated by the interaction between the secretion and action of the antidiuretic hormone vasopressin (AVP), which is synthesised in neurons of the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamus and stored in the posterior pituitary gland, and the sensation of thirst to promote water intake from the thirst centre in the hypothalamus. In a healthy adult, the average oral intake of approximately 1–3 L/day of water is required to maintain normal fluid balance and euinaemia. Serum osmolality (ratio of solutes to water in the blood plasma) is the principal stimulus for AVP secretion. Osmoreceptors located in the hypothalamus are the major contributors of water regulation, as they are exquisitely sensitive to changes in serum osmolality. Baroreceptors located in the carotid arteries and aortic arch can also affect AVP secretion in response to decreases in blood volume or arterial pressure. After secretion, AVP binds to the V2 receptors in the renal collecting ducts, stimulating an intracellular cascade that leads to migration of vesicle-bound aquaporin-2 to the luminal membrane of the collecting duct. This process renders the cells of the collecting duct permeable to water, allowing for passive water reabsorption from the kidney into the blood, such that decreased urine volume can occur, resulting in increased urine concentration. Simultaneously, the thirst centre in the lamina terminals of the third ventricle is stimulated to promote water consumption. Thus, AVP-mediated restriction of water excretion combined with thirst-driven water intake leads to an increase in plasma water and normalisation of serum osmolality. Regulation of this homeostatic process is very intricate and efficient, resulting in serum osmolality that rarely strays by more than 2% when access to water is unrestricted. The mechanisms regulating sodium and water homeostasis are summarised in figure 1.

**PATHOGENESIS OF SODIUM AND WATER PERTURBATIONS IN PATIENTS WHO HAD A STROKE**

**Hyponatraemia**

In acute stroke, AVP release from the posterior pituitary secretory granules is stimulated by various factors, including increased serum hyperosmolality, hypovolaemia due to decreased fluid intake, nausea, stress, pain and drugs (eg, oxcarbazepine, carbamazepine, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors). Water retention or (less often) loss of effective solutes (sodium and potassium) in excess of water can also lead to hyponatraemia. Hyponatraemia caused by water retention occurs only under conditions that impair renal water excretion and does not tend to occur in patients with primary polydipsia in...
which excessive water intake can overwhelm the normal renal excretory capacity.\textsuperscript{22} The higher the plasma AVP, the more concentrated the urine. In most patients with SIADH, increasing water consumption does not adequately suppress AVP, and the urine remains concentrated. This leads to water retention, which increases total body water that subsequently lowers serum sodium levels by a dilutional effect.\textsuperscript{23} Additionally, the increase in total body water transiently expands the extracellular fluid volume causing increased urinary sodium excretion, which returns the extracellular fluid volume towards normal and further lowers serum sodium levels. Besides renal failure, primary polydipsia and low dietary solute intake, the majority of causes of hyponatraemia are associated with an absolute or relative excess of AVP (despite the presence of hypotonicity) often caused by SIADH or depletion of effective circulating intravascular volume.\textsuperscript{22}

**Hyponatraemia**

When hyponatraemia arises in acute stroke, it is usually the result of patients not having free access to water or due to the development of diabetes insipidus (DI). Much rarer are cases of poststroke hyponatraemia caused by hypodipsia secondary damage to the thirst centre.\textsuperscript{24} If patients have free access to water, hyponatraemia is exceptional since the thirst centre is often intact after an acute stroke and is effective in preventing hyponatraemia from developing. When serum sodium levels rise, stimulation of the thirst centre and secretion of AVP occurs resulting in increased water intake and reduction in urinary water loss leading to normalisation of serum osmolality (figure 1). This maintains serum osmolality in a narrow range despite daily variations of water and sodium intake, and insensible water losses.\textsuperscript{25} If the thirst centre is damaged from the stroke, often caused by intraventricular haemorrhage, despite the secretion of AVP and the preservation of urinary concentration, hyponatraemia will develop with reductions in urine volume excretion and elevations in urine specific gravity because the patient is unable to compensate to increase free water consumption.

**ETIOLOGY OF HYPOTRAEMIA AND HYPNATRAEMIA IN PATIENTS WHO HAD A STROKE**

Acute stroke can be caused by subarachnoid haemorrhage, traumatic brain injury, ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke. The presence of underlying comorbidities (eg, diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure, and heart failure), advanced age or concomitant medications (eg, antihypertensive agents, antidepressants and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) are important predisposing factors to the development of hyponatraemia.\textsuperscript{9,26} Conversely, hyponatraemia generally rarer than hyponatraemia, and is more frequently seen in the elderly and in critically ill patients.\textsuperscript{27} Sodium and water perturbations have been prognostically linked to higher mortality.\textsuperscript{10,28} The aetiology of hyponatraemia and hypernatraemia in patients who had an acute stroke is summarised in boxes 1 and 2.

**Box 1 Aetiology of hyponatraemia in patients who had an acute stroke**

**Conditions directly caused by stroke**

$⇒$ Syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone: increased antidiuretic hormone vasopressin secretion.

$⇒$ Cerebral salt wasting syndrome; inappropriate renal sodium wasting possibly due to decreased sympathetic neural input and increased brain natriuretic peptide secretion from the injured brain.

$⇒$ Secondary-secondary adrenal insufficiency and/or secondary hypothyroidism: pituitary ischaemia or haemorrhage.

**Conditions not directly caused by stroke**

$⇒$ Concurrent comorbidities: diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure, chronic heart failure.

$⇒$ Excessive administration of intravenous fluids (eg, hypotonic solutions, hypertonic solutions).

$⇒$ Poor solute intake.

$⇒$ Infections (eg, aspiration or hospital-acquired pneumonia).

**Medications**

$⇒$ Antibiotics: ciprofloxacin, cotrimoxazole.

$⇒$ Antiarrhythmics: amiodarone, lorcaïdine, propafenone.

$⇒$ Antiepileptics: carbamazepine, lamotrigine, oxcarbazepine, sodium valproate, eslicarbazepine, levetiracetam, gabapentin, phenytoïn, topiramate.

$⇒$ Anxiolytics: benzodiazepines.

$⇒$ Antidepressants: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors, tricyclic antidepressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

$⇒$ Antipsychotics: phenothiazines, butyrophenones, risperidone.

$⇒$ Diuretics.

$⇒$ Osmotic diuretic: mannitol.

$⇒$ Vasopressin analogues: desmopressin, oxytocin, terlipressin, vasopressin.

$⇒$ Miscellaneous: opioids, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory, nicotine, clofibrate, proton pump inhibitors, ACE inhibitors.

**CLINICAL RELEVANCE**

The severity of neurological symptoms associated with hyponatraemia remains the most clinically relevant indication for prompt treatment. Symptoms of hyponatraemia can vary from mild and non-specific to severe and life-threatening, and are dependent on the level and rapidity of changes of serum sodium levels. As serum sodium levels decrease, water moves into the brain cells causing mild symptoms such as headache, fatigue, nausea, dizziness, gait disturbances, muscle cramps, falls, forgetfulness and attention deficits. The brain adapts rapidly by losing other intracellular solutes to decrease the risk of developing cerebral oedema.\textsuperscript{29} At this point, if hyponatraemia is not stabilised or corrected, patients can develop moderate to severe symptoms such as seizures, coma and/or death. Multiple case series recommend the use of hypertonic saline bolus to rapidly correct serum sodium levels, as corrections as small as 5 mmol/L can
improve symptoms and achieve seizure control.\textsuperscript{30} Severe neurological symptoms such as seizures, obtundation, and coma are associated with acute hyponatraemia.\textsuperscript{31} A serum sodium drop of >1 mmol/L/hour is associated with a higher likelihood of neurological sequelae and death, caused by cerebral oedema and increased intracranial pressure.\textsuperscript{32} Brain cells swell when water moves from the extracellular to the intracellular compartment because of a difference in effective osmolality between brain and plasma as the brain has had too little time to adapt to its hypotonic environment. Over time, the brain reduces the number of osmotically active particles within its cells (mostly potassium and organic solutes) to restore brain volume. This process takes approximately 24–48 hours, hence the rationale for using the 48-hour threshold to distinguish acute (<48 hours) from chronic (≥48 hours) hyponatraemia.

Conversely, hypernatraemia tends to develop in patients who had an acute stroke who are unable to increase fluid intake due to impaired neurocognition and conscious levels.\textsuperscript{34} As opposed to hyponatraemia, water moves out into the extracellular space resulting in brain cell shrinkage, and this can precipitate intracerebral haemorrhage caused by tearing of the cerebral vasculature.\textsuperscript{37} Symptoms of hypernatraemia include lethargy, restlessness, seizures, decreased left ventricular contractility, muscle cramps and rhabdomyolysis. The worsening progression of symptoms is not only related to absolute increases in serum sodium levels, but also the rapidity at which the increase occurs due to the speed of brain cell dehydration.\textsuperscript{33}

**IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON ACUTE STROKE AND SODIUM AND WATER PERTURBATIONS**

Recent studies have shown that COVID-19 not only increases the risk of acute ischaemic strokes,\textsuperscript{34,35} but can also cause greater severity, longer hospitalisation and higher mortality rates,\textsuperscript{36} with older patients and those with underlying cardiovascular and cerebrovascular risk factors being most vulnerable.\textsuperscript{34} The proposed mechanisms include a hypercoagulable state from systemic inflammation and cytokine storm\textsuperscript{37} ; postinfectious immunemediated responses; and direct viral-induced endothelitis or endotheliopathy, potentially leading to angiopathic thrombosis.\textsuperscript{38} Additionally, sodium imbalance disorders occur more commonly among hospitalised patients with COVID-19, with hyponatraemia being more common than hypernatraemia.\textsuperscript{39} Both of these disorders were associated with an increased hospitalisation length, and the risk of in-hospital mortality was highest in patients with moderate/severe hypernatraemia.\textsuperscript{39} Thus, when patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 present with an acute stroke and sodium and water perturbations, it can be surmised that the presentation is likely to be more severe, with a higher rate of in-hospital mortality when compared with patients without sodium and water perturbations.\textsuperscript{40} In the case of hypovolaemic hyponatraemia and hypernatraemia due to gastrointestinal fluid losses or poor fluid intake, initiation of intravenous isotonic fluid administration is recommended. In the case of hyponatraemia secondary to SIADH, fluid restriction and/or intravenous hypertonic saline infusion may be implemented, depending on the level of neurological impairment.

Currently, there are no consensus guidelines for the management of sodium and water perturbations in patients with COVID-19 presenting with an acute stroke. Therefore, because of the diversity of causes of sodium imbalance in patients with COVID-19, it is very important to establish its aetiology, as therapeutic strategies differ depending on its pathophysiological mechanism/s.

**ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF HYponATRAEMIA AND HYpernatRAEMIA IN PATIENTS WHO HAD AN ACUTE STROKE**

**General management principles**

The critical aspect towards the successful management of sodium and water perturbations requires a comprehensive understanding of the pathophysiological mechanism,
accurate clinical assessment of the volume status of the patient (ie, hypovolaemia, euvoelaemia or hypervolaemia), and identification of whether the hyponatraemia and hypohyponatraemia is acute (<48 hours) or chronic (≥48 hours) as management strategies differ. In order to establish the diagnosis and aetiology of hyponatraemia, a careful history and physical examination is required and biochemical investigations such as serum sodium, urine sodium, serum osmolality, urine osmolality, thyroid function tests and 8:00 hour serum cortisol may be needed. Management should then target towards treating the underlying aetiology and correcting the hyperosmolality or hypoosmolality.

Management of hyponatraemia

Restoration of volume depletion is imperative in the treatment of hypovolemic hyponatraemia, whereas treatment of hypervolaemic and euvoelaemic hyponatraemia is more complex. In addition to correcting the underlying cause (eg, withdrawal of an offending drug), fluid restriction, administration of hypertonic solution, loop diuretics, urea and vasopressin-receptor antagonists (eg, vaptans) are amongst other therapeutic options that could be considered. Although there are clinical practice guidelines for the treatment of non-stroke hyponatraemia, currently, there is no specific reference to the treatment of hyponatraemia in patients who had an acute stroke.30 41 Fluid restriction may not be appropriate in patients who had an acute stroke due to increased risk of decreased cerebral perfusion, and is contraindicated when the patient is hypovolaemic, such as hyponatraemia caused by CSWS. Additionally, isotonic saline administration should be avoided in patients who had an acute stroke with euvoelaemic hyponatraemia caused by SIADH since the hyponatraemia may worsen if the urine osmolality is higher than serum osmolality. In such patients, careful administration of hypertonic 3% saline is more appropriate, especially as the overlap between SIADH and CSWS often makes it difficult to differentiate between these two conditions. The differences between these two conditions are highlighted in table 1. Conversely, in a patient who had an acute stroke who is actively seizing, a bolus of hypertonic 3% saline at a dose of 2 mL/kg (maximum 100 mL) should be administered over 10–60 min and can be repeated if seizures are still evident.30 At any time during the hypertonic 3% saline infusion, the patient and the serum sodium levels must be monitored closely for any signs of deteriorating neurological status or symptoms of fluid overload.

Urea has been proposed as a potential therapeutic option as it exerts beneficial effects on cerebral oedema regardless of changes in sodium levels.42 However, clinical experience with urea administration in patients who had an acute stroke remains limited and we recommend avoiding it in hypovolaemic hyponatraemia since it induces increased renal water excretion leading to exacerbation of volume depletion and decreased cerebral perfusion.

Table 1 Differences in clinical and biochemical parameters between CSW versus SIADH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>CSW</th>
<th>SIADH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body weight</td>
<td>same or ↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracellular volume</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs or symptoms of</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dehydration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central venous pressure</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>same or ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma sodium</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine sodium</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sodium loss</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine output</td>
<td>normal or ↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum osmolality</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine osmolality</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood urea nitrogen</td>
<td>normal or ↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma AVP</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematocrit</td>
<td>normal or ↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma aldosterone</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>normal or ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma renin</td>
<td>normal, ↑ or ↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Salt supplementation</td>
<td>Fluid restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and fluid replacement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*T increased; ↓ decreased.

AVP, antidiuretic hormone vasopressin; CSW, cerebral salt wasting syndrome; SIADH, syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone.

Tolvaptan (an oral V2 receptor antagonist) is approved in the USA for the treatment of euvoelaemic and hypervolaemic hyponatraemia and in Europe only for the treatment of hyponatraemia secondary to SIADH.43 On the other hand, intravenous conivaptan (a dual V1a/ V2 receptor antagonist) is approved in the USA for short-term use (≤4 days) in hospitalised patients with non-hypovolaemic hyponatraemia.44 Vaptans are contraindicated in severe symptomatic hyponatraemia (serum sodium <120 mmol/L), in hypovolaemic hyponatraemia, and in patients with impaired thirst mechanisms because reductions in renal perfusion may increase the likelihood of over-rapid correction of serum sodium levels. Furthermore, studies conducted to evaluate the efficacy of vaptans in hyponatraemic patients who had an acute stroke are still lacking. Hence, use of vaptans in acute stroke should be limited only to patients with non-hypovolaemic hyponatraemia refractory to other treatment modalities, including hypertonic 3% saline.

For acute symptomatic hyponatraemia, increasing serum sodium levels by 4–6 mmol/L can decrease the risk of herniation and stop seizure activity. Larger increases
Consider anticonvulsants for patients with seizures. Consider desmopressin for patients with diabetes insipidus. Add the 24-hour obligatory fluid losses and any further ongoing incidental fluid losses. Consider desmopressin for patients with diabetes insipidus. Consider anticonvulsants for patients with seizures. Should be avoided and can be harmful to patients with chronic hyponatraemia. European guidelines in non-stroke patients recommend rapid hypertonic 3% saline infusion depending on severity of symptoms, with two 150 mL boluses over 20 min with a sodium level assessment between boluses, whereas US expert panels recommend 100 mL hypertonic 3% saline bolus over 10 min and repeated as needed for symptom management in severe clinical cases. We recommend that the rate of correction for acute, symptomatic hyponatraemia to be 8–10 mmol/L in the first 24 hours. Serum sodium levels need to be monitored closely to minimise the risk of overcorrection (ie, no faster than 10–12 mmol/L/day for the first 24 hours), and avoid the administration of isotonic fluids and large volumes of hypertonic fluids to patients with underlying congestive heart failure or chronic renal failure (two common comorbidities in patients who had an acute stroke), as this may lead to cardiac decompensation and pulmonary oedema. In hypovolaemic hyponatraemic patients who had an acute stroke, it is imperative to avoid an overly rapid rise in serum sodium levels when volume depletion is restored as an abrupt decrease in AVP secretion and a rapid diuresis may occur. Large volumes of urine excretion at this juncture indicates an inappropriate overcorrection of hypovolaemia. Because most hyponatraemia cases are chronic, when there is doubt of the duration of hyponatraemia, the presumption should be that the patient has chronic hyponatraemia. In this setting, large increases in serum sodium levels (10 mmol/L in 24 hours or 18 mmol/L in 48 hours) should be avoided, unless the patient is actively seizing. In patients at high risk of osmotic demyelination syndrome (eg, hypokalaemia, alcoholism, liver disease and malnutrition), correction should not exceed 4–6 mmol/L/day.
whereas in patients with low risk, target maximum rise of 4–8 mmol/L/day with a target maximum limit not to exceed 10–12 mmol/L in any 24 hours or 18 mmol/L in any 48 hours is recommended.41

In severe hyponatraemia cases, cerebral oedema may develop as water shifts from extracellular stores to balance out the relative hyponatraemia in the vascular space. To compensate this shift from causing too many homoeostatic changes, the brain loses osmotic solutes to try to protect itself from cerebral oedema.43 If hyponatraemia is corrected too rapidly, brain cells shrink as serum sodium is corrected.45 It has been previously established that correction of the sodium should not occur more rapidly than approximately 0.5–1 mmol/L/hour or a total of 10 to 12 mmol/L per 24 hours, while some have even proposed not to exceed 6 mmol/L.46 Once treatment has commenced to correct the hyponatraemia, frequent serum sodium checks should be performed to allow close monitoring and adjustment of fluid infusion rates. If the serum sodium level begins to rise too rapidly and adjustment of intravenous fluids is insufficient to slow down the rapid correction, infusion of hypotonic fluids to decrease the serum sodium level may be required to prevent the development of osmotic demyelination syndrome. This complication can be caused by exceeding generally agreed safe limits of serum sodium correction, with corrections greater than 12 mmol/L over 24 hours, 25 mmol/L over 48 hours, or inadvertent hypernatraemia during correction of hyponatraemia.47 resulting in rapid swelling of the nervous system parenchyma that cannot adapt quickly enough to the changing osmolality. Despite the severity and devastating consequences of this syndrome, neurologists should not shy away from aggressively treating symptomatic patients who had an acute stroke with hyponatraemia because without prompt treatment, seizures, coma or death may ensue.

Management of hypernatraemia

Effective management of hypernatraemia in patients who had an acute strokes requires addressing the underlying aetiology in preventing further loss of water or hypertonic sodium gain. Once eunatraemia is achieved, treatment could involve, for example, withholding loop diuretics, administering insulin in the case of hyperglycaemic, treating vomiting or diarrhoea, withholding/adjusting hypertonic tube feeds or administering desmopressin (DDAVP) for those who have developed DI. Careful history and clinical examination to determine the volume status and measurement of urine sodium and osmolality will help to ascertain the aetiology. Patients with hypervolaemic hypernatraemia on presentation should be resuscitated with hypertonic fluids regardless of the presenting serum sodium level until vital signs are normalised. The choice of fluid replacement for hypernatraemia should be dilute relative to serum in order to replace the water deficit. This requires the estimation of the amount of water that has been lost and can be calculated by using the formula proposed by Adrogué et al.27

\[
\text{Water deficit (L)} = [\text{(measured sodium/normal sodium)} - 1]
\]

The choice of replacement solution to be given and infusion rate are important factors to avoid overcorrection of the hypernatraemia. Serum sodium levels should be corrected by no more than 8 to 15 mmol/L/day, which may take longer than 48 hours in patients with severe hypernatraemia (>160 mmol/L).27 An exception is patients with acute hypernatraemia (<48 hours) who can be safely be corrected rapidly at a rate of 1 mmol/L/hour. As in management of hyponatraemia, frequent measurement of serum sodium levels is critical for monitoring the response to therapy and adjusting the rate or choice of intravenous fluid. Except for hypovolaemic patients requiring resuscitation with isotonic 0.9% saline, all other patients should receive either half 0.45% saline or 5% dextrose water infusions to replace the water deficit and ongoing fluid losses.

Patients with hypervolaemic hypernatraemia present a different therapeutic challenge as the volume expansion in these patients inhibits the release of AVP, thereby promoting water excretion in the urine. Cessation of the inciting factors and administration of water is usually the initial step. Treatment with loop diuretics would enhance more aquaresis than natriuresis, thereby exacerbating the hypertonicity. Infusing dextrose 5% water would address the hypertonicity, but might worsen the volume overload state. Simultaneous use of intravenous dextrose 5% water and loop diuretics can be used to lower the serum sodium in addition to achieving a net negative total body water balance. Rarely, haemodialysis has been used, especially in cases where hydration with or without diuresis have failed to bring the sodium level down to the desired target or in patients with worsening renal function in whom there are indications for renal replacement therapy.46

For patients with DI, DDAVP treatment can be administered orally, intranasally, subcutaneously or intravenously. Thiazide diuretics rarely can be considered as it decreases urine volume and increase urine osmolality. The mechanism of the paradoxical antidiuretic effect of thiazides in DI is thought to be related to volume contraction, leading to an increase in proximal tubular reabsorption of water and sodium thereby decreasing distal delivery of water and subsequent excretion.

Despite the paucity of data, hyperosmolar agents (eg, mannitol and hypertonic 3% saline) are still used by some clinicians in patients who had an acute stroke to induce hypernatraemia in order to decrease raised intracranial pressure and to prevent cerebral oedema.48 49 As there are currently no accepted consensus guidelines regarding optimal serum sodium levels in patients who had an acute stroke, we recommend that hyperosmolar agents be used cautiously in bolus form only to selected patients (those without risk factors, eg, alcoholism, liver disease, renal disease and previous strokes that would suggest a poorer prognosis) and closely monitor serum sodium levels targeting levels to not exceed 145 mmol/L. Box 3 summarises our recommendations for management of...
hyponatraemia and hypernatraemia in patients who had an acute stroke.

CONCLUSIONS
Sodium and water perturbations are common in patients who had an acute stroke, with signs and symptoms that can range from asymptomatic to severe neurological manifestations such as seizures, cerebral oedema, coma or even death. Infection with COVID-19 can further increase the risk of negative outcomes in these patients presenting with concurrent sodium and water perturbations. Despite the lack of consensus guidelines for the management of sodium and water perturbations in patients who had an acute stroke, neurologists need to be well versed in identifying the different aetiologies of hyponatremia and hypernatraemia in order to implement an effective management strategy to ensure optimal outcomes for these patients. Sodium and water perturbations in patients who had a stroke that present acutely require emergent intervention but only after any intravascular volume losses have been corrected first, often best achieved by isotonic saline infusion. As hyponatremia is typically caused by a defect in water excretion, and hypernatraemia by water deficit or a defect in thirst regulation, chronic sodium perturbations (>48 hours) should only be corrected in approximately the same time frame as it initially occurred because if corrected too rapidly, serious neurological consequences may ensue. Neurologists should collaborate with endocrinologists, especially when the sodium and water perturbations are complex and difficult to correct.
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